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CAN YOU INTRODUCE YOURSELF ?
Hello, my name is Dávid Pap, I'm 35. I'm an economist, I used to work for various Hungarian research and innovation Institutions as a program manager. Now, I'm general
manager here in Fablab Budapest since 2014. It has been created in 2009 and was founded by 6 individuals, including me.

« Here in Hungary, there are a lot of good minds, but no accessible tools
and places. Our fablab tries to make it real without asking any interests
or profit-sharing in these projects. Makers are totally free. »

CAN YOU SUM UP FABLAB BUDAPEST ?
We want to create a central hub for people to meet with technology, science and design. Everything we are doing right now in this fablab is connected with open
innovation. Concerning the structure, we are 4 employees, including me. We have a community of 3 000 people, but more or less 140 members come here regularly.

HOW DID YOU DISCOVER FABLABS ?
It's a funny story. I met a girl studying architecture in IAAC, Institute for Advanced Architecture of Catalonia, in Barcelona. I visited her and she showed me their institute's
fablab, Fablab Barcelona. I was shocked and I got the idea to create my own fablab here in Budapest.
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WHAT'S THE ISSUE YOU WANT TO SOLVE ? WHAT'S YOUR TARGET ?
It's very easy. Here in Hungary, there are a lot of good minds, but no accessible tools and places. There is a lack of resources and space to create. People need support of
course, but they particularly need a place to work on their project. Our fablab tries to make it real without asking any interests or profit-sharing in these projects. Makers
are totally free.

WHY HAVE YOU DECIDED TO CREATE FABLAB BUDAPEST ?
I was working before for the Hungarian government. I was in charge of developing entrepreneurship.But in the end, I realized that investing public money wasn't enough to
properly support it. I also like the creation process, I like to learn new things and create something. But it was very distant to me because of my career. I wanted to learn
from a community, to know how technology could be democratize, how to support young people to act. And I wanted to be part of something which shows that grants are
not necessary to implement innovation.

YOU OFTEN TALK ABOUT "OPEN INNOVATION", FOR YOU WHAT IS IT ?
I think my personal example really illustrates our vision of open innovation. All the things that I have built were born in this fablab. Everything I know about technology and
manufacturing. I was learning modeling and programming and now I'm learning woodworking. It means that if you give access to knowledge for people who have a will to
learn and to create, Fablab Budapest could give them tools to carry their projects out. People are coming to us, they want to learn because they want to create. They learn
thanks to a kindly community where they can find advice, ideas and partners. After, they are able to use this knowledge and maybe share it.

« I also like the creation process, I like to learn new things and create
something. But it was very distant to me because of my career. »

THE
BUSINESS MODEL
« The first idea was to keep the prices low and to have a lot of users. Actually
the business model was not well settled. When we discovered prototyping could
bring enough revenue to finance the fablab, our business model changed
dramatically. »
CAN WE TALK ABOUT YOUR BUSINESS MODEL ?
Our business model had changed so many times from the moment we started. Now I think we could say that the 3 main pillars are : services for companies [B2B],
community and education.
First of all, Fablab Budapest provides services for other companies, like Siemens or Energy, to do prototyping, design and manufacturing. The first idea was to keep the
prices low and to have a lot of users. Actually the business model was not well settled. When we discovered prototyping could bring enough revenue to finance the fablab,
our business model changed dramatically.
Concerning our membership system, we have two options :
•

If you have a file but you don't want to realize your piece by your own, we can make it for you as a service. You will be charged for the materials and operation
costs ;

•

If you want to do it by yourself, you have to participate to a workshop to learn how to use the machines and how to work with different materials. You pay for the
workshop and the use for the tools but prices will be highly reduced.

Finally, I'm giving classes for MOME – Budapest University of Art and Design. We also teach technology in schools and students come here. Education is the key because
you are both sharing knowledge and building your community. That's the best advice I can give you : if you want to create a fablab, you have to form a community. The best
way to do it, is democratizing technology within education.

« If you want to create a fablab, you have to form a community. The best way
to do it, is democratizing technology within education. »
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WHAT WERE THE FIRST DIFFICULTIES YOU ENCOUNTERED WHEN DEVELOPING THIS PROJECT ?
Fablab is not a legal entity here in Hungary, it's more like a brand. When we started, we needed to make a decision if we wanted to create an association or a foundation. I
think both are not perfect entities for a fablab. If you are an association or a foundation, you are looking for grants. Everything you see here has been bought by revenues
we earned from services we provide within the fablab, not by grants.
Finally, we had some offers from venture capital funds. They proposed € 150 000 to make it as a startup company, but we had so many questions how it could be done,
what could be the output to take this investment, or something that you're not sure you are going to do. So, we declined the offer. But, we discovered that if you do
prototyping and design for others, you can ensure a revenue for the fablab.

FABLAB BUDAPEST IS A SERVICE PROVIDER, BUT A LOT OF COMPANIES CREATE THEIR OWN FABLAB. WHAT DO YOU THINK ?
Yeah that's true, they do. We work together with some of their fablabs. I'm happy if more companies have the will to create this kind of spaces because it's going to
democratize the fablab concept. They develop fablabs on purpose because they want to give a chance for workers to work on projects which could be useful for the
company. But fablab can't be a top-down initiative. They could work in a way, but not in a long-term perspective because fablabs need a community to thrive.

« Fablab can't be a top-down initiative. They could work in a way, but not in a
long-term perspective because fablabs need a community to thrive. »
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FOR YOU, WHAT COULD WEAKEN OR PUT AN END TO THE PROJECT ?
When you start something, you manage your activity in real-time. And if it grows bigger than you, the structure need to be changed. We needs to scale up because now we miss opportunities,
we can't be present everywhere. Operational structure, rules of internal governance : we need to have somebody to organize and manage.
Then, we have a lot of activities, we need to assign only one project per people in order to be more effective. Multitasking is limited. Personally, I can't be everywhere, and I prefer contributing
to the strategic part of Fablab Budapest.
Finally, our external limits could be the behavior of companies we work for. Our business model is mainly based on company services we provide. Theses companies need different treatments.
So we are dependent on their requests and we need to quickly adapt our offer. That's why we need to be more structured : to be more flexible and effective.

« When you start something, you manage your activity in real-time. And if it
grows bigger than you, the structure need to be changed. »
WHAT ARE YOU FOCUSING ON RIGHT NOW ?
We are building a fablab network, because I think knowledge should be shared. I would like to manage a second fablab, here in Budapest, but more focused on entrepreneurship needs.

APPROACH
OF LIFE
« Idea doesn't matter, implementation does. »
WHAT DID YOU LEARN THANKS TO YOUR PROJECT ?
You know, idea doesn't matter, implementation does. You could be a smart engineer or an artist designer, you probably don't have a place to express your creativity and
financial resources to buy tools or to rent a local. And if the implementation is shitty, the result will be shitty. Open innovation needs a place where it could happen. We
learn a lot of things at school, but in real life you need to learn other fields. A carpenter works with wood, but he also needs to learn how to work with other materials, like
metal. The same for an architect, biologist, car designer, etc. My aim is to create a place where people from different fields can gather and learn from each other.
One last thing : wherever you work, you have to find what makes you happy. I like drawing up and implement projects. So I needed a place where I can unleash my
creativity. Here, I'm managing the place and I'm working on my own project, it's woodworking. It means both solving complex problems and making simple actions like
woodworking.
WHAT MOTIVATES YOU IN LIFE ?
It's a good question. I like to compare my job to a watchmaker. You know, like swiss luxury brand, in that way luxury means "pure technology". If you put together pieces,
it's not going to be a whole, it's not going to work and be structured. Even if you have perfect ingredients and the perfect quantity, you need to do something with it. What
and why you do with it is always important, it makes things work. And finding the good way to do it motivates me a lot.
I can also say that seeing other people acting is a great source of inspiration. Not because I'm jealous ! It motivates me because I'm amazed by so many good things
people do.

CAN YOU GIVE ME ONE WORD/ADJECTIVE/FEELING TO SUM UP YOUR APPROACH OF LIFE ?
I want to enjoy life and have fun. That's all ! Even if you're stressed, even if you are doing shitty things, you can have fun. I’ve travelled a lot, I went to poor countries. People
I met there lived in bad conditions, but after work they were dancing, they were singing, they were creating arts. I think people in our metropolises lost the way to have fun.
They are doing things repeatedly. They go to the museum, theater or concert, but without having fun. So my motto could be : "enjoy what you're doing", and this is my best
advice for everybody to find what makes sense.

« So my motto could be : "enjoy what you're doing",
and this is my best advice for everybody to find
what makes sense. »
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